Next-generation sequencing data is accompanied by quality scores that quantify sequencing 17 error. Inaccuracies in these quality scores propagate through all subsequent analyses; thus 18 base quality score recalibration is a standard step in many next-generation sequencing 19 workflows, resulting in improved variant calls. Current base quality score recalibration 20 algorithms rely on the assumption that sequencing errors are already known; for human 21 resequencing data, relatively complete variant databases facilitate this. However, because 22 existing databases are still incomplete, recalibration is still inaccurate; and most organisms do 23 not have variant databases, exacerbating inaccuracy for non-human data. To overcome these 24 logical and practical problems, we introduce Lacer, which recalibrates base quality scores 25 without assuming knowledge of correct and incorrect bases and without requiring knowledge 26 of common variants. Lacer is the first logically sound, fully general, and truly accurate base 27 recalibrator. Lacer enhances variant identification accuracy for resequencing data of human 28 as well as other organisms (which are not accessible to current recalibrators), simultaneously 29 improving and extending the benefits of base quality score recalibration to nearly all ongoing 30 sequencing projects. Lacer is available at: https://github.com/swainechen/lacer. 31
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GATK to include only single bases and to exclude all supported bases (whose overall quality 140 profile was similar to that for correct bases) resulted in concordant recalibration with Lacer. 141 Given the results using both E. coli and human data, we conclude that Lacer provides a more 142 robust and more accurate recalibration regardless of organism. call SNPs on NA12878 chr1, we next compared no base quality recalibration to Lacer and 146 GATK ( Table 1) . Recalibration with either Lacer or GATK resulted in ~250,000 final calls; 147 without calibration, an additional 45-57,000 SNPs were identified. SNPs excluded by Lacer 148 appeared to be of lower quality, based on the transition-transversion ratio (Ti/Tv) of 1.49 for 149
Lacer compared to 1.66 for GATK. The expected value for true positives is ~2. On a high 150 confidence, true positive SNP call set (NIST (Zook et al. 2014)), Lacer and GATK both 151 predicted ~7,000-8,000 unique SNPs each; the Ti/Tv for the unique Lacer SNPs was closer to 152 the value in the intersection and higher than the value for the unique GATK SNPs (Fig. 2D) . 153 Therefore, recalibration with Lacer provides more effective exclusion of false positive SNPs 154 (the primary benefit of recalibration) than with GATK. 155
To discover why Lacer excluded more false positive SNPs, we examined the final variant 156 quality scores (VQS) of SNPs following variant quality score recalibration (VQSR). Lacer in contrast, reduced the VQS specifically on high quality SNPs compared with uncalibrated 165 data, the opposite of what would be expected (Supplemental Fig. S2E ). We noticed a 166 bimodal distribution in the VQS differences between GATK and uncalibrated or Lacer 167 recalibrated data (potentially due to bimodal base quality scores after GATK recalibration) 168 (Supplemental Fig . S2F) . We therefore performed the entire analysis on another 169 chromosome (chr19) that didn't have this artifact and saw similar improved results for Lacer 170 (Supplemental Fig. S3 , Supplemental Table S1 ). Thus, Lacer recalibration results in a 171 specific increase in the confidence of true SNPs without inflating the confidence of false in this organism are likely incomplete, this was similar to the result obtained with the human 180 data and the E. coli data mapped to an imperfect reference (Fig. 3A, compare with Fig. 1B  181 and Fig. 2A ). Furthermore, error bases identified by GATK again had consistently higher 182 quality scores, and the quality profile resembled that of correct bases predicted by both 183 GATK and Lacer (Supplemental Fig. S4A,B) . In the presence of a complete reference 184 sequence (calJac3 (The Marmoset Genome Sequencing and Analysis Consortium. 2014)), 185
Lacer and GATK again yielded concordant results on the common marmoset exome data 186 ( Fig. 3B) . To mimic the absence of perfect information about mutations, we recalibrated the 187 same sequencing data using the rheMac3 reference genome. Again Lacer's recalibration (Supplemental Fig. S4C,D) . Unfortunately, we could not independently verify the quality 190 score profiles of error bases predicted by Lacer using Quake due to the low coverage (<20×) 191 of these data sets. 192
We next used the GATK best practices pipeline and the quality score-aware SNP caller, 193 Lacer led to a slightly higher Ti/Tv in the higher call set than GATK; but the SNPs unique to 197 Lacer (~7,000) had a much higher Ti/Tv (1.70) than SNPs unique to GATK (~20,000, Ti/Tv 198 0.94) (Fig, 3C) . For the common marmoset exome data, recalibration with either Lacer or 199 GATK resulted in ~2,400,000 final calls; without calibration, an additional ~4.6 million 200 SNPs were identified. Once again, SNPs unique to Lacer (~39,000) had a higher Ti/Tv ratio 201 (1.86) than SNPs unique to GATK (~54,000; 1.59) ( Fig. 3D) . Therefore, accurate 202 recalibration by Lacer provides substantial improvement to SNP calling without requiring a 203 variant database or a perfect reference sequence. 204
Discussion 205
Lacer solves the two primary practical and logical problems with current recalibrators and is 206 thus the first and only way at present to correctly recalibrate most NGS data (including 207 exome, metagenome, targeted sequencing, and data across multiple sequencing platforms) 208 (Supplemental Fig. S5 ). Lacer (i) does not require a variant database, (ii) can tolerate an 209 imperfect reference sequence (Lacer may in future be extended to utilize k-mer analysis, 210 potentially eliminating the need for reference sequences entirely), and (iii) is more accurate 211 across a wider range of data sets (including human) than GATK, resulting in better 212 downstream variant calls. Lacer is the first algorithm to extend the increased accuracy of 213 variant calling from base quality recalibration to all non-human resequencing projects. 214
Current base recalibrators assume that any mismatch to a reference genome is a sequencing 215 machine error. In reality, these mismatches may also include true variants, PCR-amplification 216 errors, and data processing errors (e.g. alignment errors). These three classes of mismatches 217 arise from sources outside of the sequencing process itself; in other words, if there is a true 218 unknown variant, current recalibrators will treat those bases as errors despite the sequencing 219 machine having sequenced them correctly. A complete variant database will only prevent 220 misidentification true variants as error bases, and mapping scores could be used to minimize 221 the impact of alignment errors. However, errors introduced during PCR cannot be eliminated 222 by current recalibrators. In practice, we find that current recalibration algorithms significantly 223 (10-to 100-fold) underestimate empirical quality scores, especially among high quality bases, 224 even when provided with a variant database. Importantly, these high quality bases account for 225 the majority of the data (see, for example, the black bars in Fig. S2F ). In contrast, the Lacer 226 algorithm directly extracts quality scores and aggregate error probabilities based on the 227 assumption that correct and incorrect bases have different quality score profiles. The 228 calculation of consensus bases effectively eliminates unknown true variants as a source of 229 error and seems to mitigate against mapping errors. Based on the bacterial and human 230 sequencing data, single (unsupported), non-consensus bases are the majority of true 231 sequencing errors; in other words, the majority of supported bases, even with only 2 232 supporting bases at high coverage (>50×) positions, are actually correct. These bases 233 generally do not result in a SNP call by current algorithms, and we therefore hypothesize that 234 these bases may be due to PCR amplification or other unknown sources of error. Regardless, 235
Lacer is robust to all of these potential sources of error that affect current recalibrators, and in 236 so doing is the first recalibrator to effectively isolate and correct the errors introduced during 237 the sequencing process itself, which is precisely what the base quality scores should be 238
measuring. 239
Lacer specifically increases the confidence (or VQS) of high quality SNPs without affecting 240 the confidence of low quality SNPs. Intriguingly, GATK's recalibration resulted in a 241 reduction in VQS for high quality SNPs; again, incomplete variant knowledge leads to the 242 misclassification of error bases, a reduction in the empirical quality score, and the 243 concomitant decrease in VQS. Interestingly, these lowered VQS did not significantly impact 244 GATK's ultimate SNP calls from the human data, based on Ti/Tv ratios and comparison to 245 the high confidence NIST SNP set. This may be a result of the fact that GATK's best 246 practices pipeline is tuned for the identification of genetic variants in human sequencing data; 247 the availability of large human training data sets enables more effective prediction of SNPs. 248
The tuning of GATK for human data, however, limits its utility for non-human sequencing. 249
Indeed, when applied to non-human data sets, Lacer's consistent performance relative to 250 GATK is apparent; not only are false positive SNPs more effectively excluded, but unique 251 SNPs predicted from Lacer-recalibrated data also have quality metrics more consistent with 252 that of true positive SNPs. Use of the LoFreq SNP caller (instead of the GATK 253 HaplotypeCaller) for these data sets more effectively captures the benefit of accurate 254 recalibration, since LoFreq takes into account base quality scores for SNP prediction. 255 Furthermore, VQSR is not applicable to non-human data sets due to the lack of training data, 256 which substantially reduces the accuracy of SNP identification. 257
Currently, there are very few methods to objectively and computationally assess the accuracy 258 of variant calls; since Lacer uses the distribution of quality scores to calculate aggregate 259 numbers of correct and incorrect bases, it could conceivably accomplish this when combined 260 with the analysis of supporting bases. A further extension could enable the systematic 261 assessment of variant calling covariates to identify rigorous filtering criteria. Finally, future 262 SNP callers may gain additional power and accuracy by directly incorporating these insights 263 about quality scores. 264
Methods 265
Lacer algorithm -theory 266
We first assume that correct and incorrect bases have consistent but different reported quality 267 distributions. The quality score distribution of correct bases is denoted as C = { c j } and that 268 of incorrect bases as E = { e j }. C and E are probability distributions over the set of assigned 269 quality scores and therefore satisfy = = 1. Considering a set s containing n bases, s 270 will have a fraction p correct bases and (1 -p) incorrect bases. Since correct and incorrect 271 bases have consistent distributions, s is sampled from the quality score distribution: 272
also satisfying = 1. Clearly, as n increases, the sampling error of { q j } decreases. Given 274 a collection of sets S = { s i }, each with n bases and containing a fraction p i of correct bases, a 275 collection of quality profiles Q = { q ij } can be created and represented as a matrix. 276
Crucially, for any given i: 277
Considering this as a vector, and given c j and e j , differences between q ij can be parameterized 279 with one variable, p i . Although p i , c j and e j are a priori unknown, providing p i are not all 280 identical, a singular value decomposition (SVD) can extract the covariance between the 281 individual quality score variations and enable deduction of p i . Explicitly:
An SVD produces c j -e j (defined up to a sign) as the first eigenvector, while p i is related (up 284 to addition of a constant due to data centering) to the eigencoordinates in the first 285 eigendimension. Careful construction of the sets of bases S = { s i } provides a reasonable 286 assurance that p i spans close to the entire range from 0 to 1; this is done as described in the 287 main text by sorting bases by consensus status (including number of supporting bases) and 288 depth of coverage at that position. Thus, c j and e j can be directly calculated from the SVD 289 results as min(x 1i ) v 1j and max(x 1i ) v 1j (adjusted for centering), respectively, where x 1i are the 290 coordinates in the first SVD dimension and v 1j are the components of the first SVD 291 eigenvector. 292
Once c j and e j are known, a Bayesian calculation determines the relationship between 293
reported and empirical quality. Empirical quality can be recorded as: 294 q empirical = -10 log 10 (P(error|q reported )) 295 By Bayes theorem: 296 P(error|q reported ) = P(q reported |error) P(error) / P(q reported ) 297
Tabulation of the overall distribution of quality scores in the sequencing data set gives 298 P(q reported ). P(q reported |error) is given by E = { e j }. Importantly, since each set s i contains n 299 bases and the SVD provides p i , the total number of error bases can be calculated as 300 (without classifying individual bases as correct or incorrect). Division by the 301 total number of bases then yields P(error). 302
Sequencing data and data processing 303
Human data sets. The sequencing data set for the CEPH individual NA12878 (sequenced on 304 an Illumina Genome Analyzer II and aligned to the GRCh37.p13 human reference genome) data results in overall higher VQS than that from uncalibrated (red) and GATK recalibrated 430 (green) data on these high confidence true positive SNPs. GATK recalibrated data results in 431 overall lower VQS than uncalibrated (gray) data on these same SNPs. (F) Difference in VQS 432 between the Lacer-and GATK-recalibrated call sets for NA12878 chr1 for all high quality 433 (PASS; green) or low quality (LowQual; red) SNPs in the GATK-recalibrated call set. Lacer 434 recalibrated data results in a mild increase in VQS on low quality SNPs (as called by GATK 435 recalibrated data), but this is small compared to the increase in VQS for high quality SNPs. 436 Integrating human sequence data sets provides a resource of benchmark SNP and indel 509 genotype calls. Nat Biotechnol 32, 246-251. 510
Supplemental Information 511
Supplemental Figure S1: Lacer is insensitive to a variant database and an imperfect 512 reference sequence. (A) Quality score distributions for error bases in the UTI89 data set 513 (using UTI89 as a reference) as predicted by Quake on the unmapped data (black) or by 514 Lacer (red) and GATK (green) on the mapped data. When a perfect reference sequence is 515 used (UTI89 resequencing data mapped to the UTI89 genome), the quality distribution for 516 error bases is concordant among Lacer, GATK, and Quake. (B) Histogram of deviations of 517 covariate quality scores for each data set indicated from the covariate quality scores derived 518 from the GATK "gold standard" recalibration of the UTI89 data set using the UTI89 genome 519 as the reference. For each covariate (context and cycle number), the difference in recalibrated 520 quality between GATK (using the UTI89 genome as a reference) and a comparison 521 recalibration was calculated. A histogram of all of these values is plotted here for GATK 522 (using the MG1655 genome as a reference and w/ VCF; blue), Lacer (using the MG1655 523 genome as a reference; red), and Lacer (using the UTI89 genome as a reference; black) as the 524 comparison recalibrations. Lacer is unaffected by changing the reference sequence, and the 525 histogram of deviations is centered around zero, indicating no systematic bias in covariate 526 recalibration. GATK using the MG1655 genome as a reference produces systematically lower 527 recalibrated covariate quality scores, seen as a bias towards a tail of positive values. (C) 528
Quality score distributions for error bases in the UTI89 data set (using MG1655 as a 529 reference) as predicted by Quake on the unmapped data 
